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Abstract. In modem theories of rewriting structures, hyper-sentential and hyper-algebraic 
exteusions of languages-fan&s have abstracted the imminent features of iterated parallel sub- 
stitution. After introducing the concept of a (depth-bounded) translation, we show that for 

- 
011c.h language L hyper+lgebraic over a natural fam ere are F-translations h, a and lan- 

guagw L1, . . . . L,” hyper-sentential over 3 such that AF(L,) u Eq ($), for some p, q > 0. 

Two specializations of this result are given, when moriiisumptions are made about 9. These 
ace, firstly, a tr lation theorem and, secondly, an alphabetic homomorphism theorem fcr hy- 
per-atgebraic extensions (an aIphabetfc homomorphism is a Better-to-Ietter or letter-to-s bomo- 
morphism). 

1. htductii 

A few years ago new developments in formal language theory f xussed on tile study 
of parallel rewriting as a means of language generation. any o ir’ the results obtaine 

zenberg an4 Salomaa [8]$ ache 



‘me structures dealt with in this paper are “levelled trees”. Going from one level 
to the next corresponds to applying one out of a finite set of F-substitutions. 

eginniing with an initial language 
rds we get level by level i 

from y is said to be the: 
from the various J.evels t 

canonkalt restrictions of 
a richer family, the hyper-algebraic extensi 

“sientential form sets” and “l(te 
ca! frame-works. 
this paper we aalyse languages in the hyper-algebraic e&ion of natural 

families ‘3, and show that in a well-defined sense they are cornpod of finitely many 
r-sentential languages, wh.- irk means that there is a surprising predictability in 
g canonical restrictions. A similarS but stronger, result was recently obtained 
hrer#eucht and erg [l-2] for extensiods of the family of te languages 

but it is here shown to be of a structural rather than combinatorial nature. 

L we let Mph (Lj’be 
ton of languages 7 is -11 

r and is closed under isomorphism. A family Y is called tt(lturp! if it contains 
cal restrictions of its members i.e., g for e sripbabet T, 

or a family 9 and alphabets ?“$ and Tz a map 2: be m %&- 
sej’lrrtion iff it satisfies t itions: (i) z (8) = {E), (ii) for ail1 a in TI, T (a) 
is in 3r, and (iii) for z (xy) = z (x) z (y). 

now introduce pxa.Nel rewriting systems for generating 1eveU trees in step 
. 

. 

a family. An %mbsth+t c is a pair 



b 

Fig. 1. 

Thus, languages in the hyper-sentential extension of 3 consist oif errerything that I 
is generated level by level by some 3substitution scheme from initial lanpages in 3, 

+d’eliraic extension of3 is the smallest natural language family 
r-sentential extension of 3. 

Therefore alll languages in an hyper-algebraic extension are of the form L n T* 
for some byper-sentential L and alphabet T’, and a much richer family results. This 

ed in the study of 0 es, of” TOL versus 
1 classes of devel rman 2nd Rozen- 

berg [3]) and in other studies of “sentential form sets” uli;rsus “terriPlai-resQrIeted 
1 es”. ’ L 

to what exte 
hyper-sentential language 

ch we will need in our is of a more au- 
guage-theoretic nature. 

-words from L 
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ILma@ne a device which holds an Substitution scheme El = (W” (a,, . . . . &,}) 
in ilts interior, and upon input of some language 1: over it processes its words 
some fixed number of steps, k say, and then outputs t 

Given T, let 9 = 9 v ($}, i.e. the smallest family containing 3: and the 
single sy;bol sets, let d == (IT, (6 l, . . . . S,}) be an ?&substitution scheme and k 

it Axed integer9 k > 0. For a language L over W, dk(L) = {yl x & y for some x in L) 
is called an 5Wmnshztion of L, 

3EIr” the family “3: is implicitly understood we will just speak of a “translation”. 
3 later applications we will frequently wish to translate a language into the 

terrainal words which can be derived from its elements in some tied number of 
steps. As an illustration of th% use of a translation, we prove a lemma which is of 
interest in its own right. 

(Selection mm). Let Y be a natural fmiZy, G be an Wubstitution schmne, 
L be W, The some terminal alphabet and/et k, 2 2 0. There existfinitely many L,, . . . . 
La9 m > 0, all isomorpliic to, canonical restrictions of L, such that (1) {y : there exists x 

I such that x & y and thee exists z in T* such that y S& z} is a translation of 0 L1 
il=l 

1Ipt(ii (2) {y: x ‘2 y irs T*] id7 a translation of 6 Lt. 
f=l 

t G = (VP (zl, . . . . TV]). may assume k B 0, otherwise choose m = 1 

and L1 = {x: x is in and1 there exists z in such that x =& 2:. 
ossible sequences of’ bst.itutions of length and select those w 

can be furtIher expanded into terminal words. 
or each Q in (Q, . ..> T~}~, CT 5: zkk ..t rf, and 6 in (71, . . . . r,,)‘, define the alpha- 

bets V (a, SJ), 0 < j ZG k as follows: 

(q&k”=={a:aiin Vand6(a)nT 

V (a, 16, j-1) = (a: a in V, zI&a) n (a, S, j)* # fl}, 1 <j < k. 



ince 3: is a natural under canonical restriction and 
is orphisms, le is aga rmore d = (Vu u {[a, 6, SJ]: 

< k), {r}) is the @red trans2atioc heme. Mote 
any L (i, 6)‘s and at ox@ one substitution is neces- 

in the translation SC , hence the required translation is P(IJ L (a, 6)). The 

nd 
0 

part of the lemma is proved in a similar way, except that 

&ja) n v (69 6, k-t-j)” # 0}, 1 Gj < 29 

and z is extended by: 
T([a,o,&k- 3) = {X(Q.~~~): x in z&z) r> Y(a, 6, k)*) ; 

rO<jeZ-1, 

z ([a, b, 6, L+j]) = {x’ +I): x in 6 ,+&a) n (a, S, k+j+ I)*‘}; 
and 

z([a,e l&k+ - 11) = S,,(a) n T*. 

‘I+he required translation is Ak”(U L (a, 6)). 
0 

3. fimd core 

In this Section we wi71 discuss the ideas behind the first few steps of the decompo- 
sition theorem. 

Let G = (V, {?-I, . . . . zn>) be an Y-substitution scheme, and T an alphabet. 
use G to generate a language L hyper-algebraic (over 9, and wish to decompose L 
into translations of hyper-sentential languages. 

I---_ +-some M in 

. 

level that are over 
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H~Nx, in a derivafrion leading to a termin- word we wish to detect stages (%g” 
&q$ which T--&I have been exnanded into a terminal word much earlier, that ii, 
the opposite of a pumping km&a. 

of a word over T. At each level all appearances of some symbol, cz say* are replaced, 
in general, by possibly dserent words from r&z) for some i, x1, ...S X* say. How- 
ever if at that level each appearance of 12 is replaced by the same word, x1 say, then 
the derivation wilzi still give a terminal word, i.e. x k y’, y’ in ITS. Hence, if we are 
only interested in at what levels terminal words wilI appear, we may just as well 
assume this rest&ion on deriva#tions, tid consequently have the steps determined 
by the alphabet of the intermediate strings. 

SlightIy gene&king a corresponding concept in Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [l]~ 
we have: 

lIh&itio~ For Cl, T, G, V, let the spectrum of U with respect to G and T be 
Spec (U, G, 2’) = {n: there exists x such that Alp% (x) = U and there exists z in T@ 

such that, x 2 z}. 
As in Wood [IO] we obtain: 

2 (specfrwn theorem). For all G and U, T9 G\ V$ Spc (U, G, T) is ultimatdy 
periodic. 

With the previous reductions we need only consider the behaviour of the 
sub-ailphabets. Going from level to level can easily be modeIIed by transitions in 
a (non-deterministic) finite-state automaton. The result fellows since alli regular 

ages over a one-Ietter alphabet form an ultimately periodic set. 
and a finite number of arith- 

let MU = max 



all x: 

re is a y in T such that x & y zff there ia a z in 1c* such that x 2 z. 

for all U s V, Spec: (U, G, T) is either empty or finite, the theorem follows 
” mediately. Without restriction we therefore assume that some spectra are infinite. 
:Jff;f a = 1 +I.c.=n. (pv: Spec (U, 6, 2”) is infinite}, and C = max {A#‘: Spec (U, 

% T) # 0) Let > C be arbitrary. 
To prove the eorem we consider two cases. 

ml,, if: %ppose x y, y in T*. Since k > C it follows that Spec (Alph (Ix), G, 2’) 
is infinikg and for some A 3 0 and i, 

Now a = l+O~pAlph~x~, hence we have: 

= Nfiphw + (A + 8N”’ Alphtx) + ~~!Algk(x)) PAl~b(x) 

and therefore ark is in Spec (Alph (x), G, T). 

if: Now suppose that x 2 z, z in T *. It again follows that Spec (Alph (x), G, r) 
is infinite, and for some p and i we have 

di = ( 1 + o!Alph(x)) k = N:;ph(x) + PpAl ph(x)* 

Write this as 

k = A’:yph(x)+ 
showing that k* is in S 

e an T-substituI.ion scheme, language to which it is applied, 
ain tfieoxm, let us brief!y 



consider a word w in T* derived in ““many* 
k(OC-I)C+j, f’cx some j and k, 0 <j < (a-1 
Ihiti0II 

x0 = x in 
. 
. 
. 

,3pi 
. 
. 

al way up to x~+~~--~~~-c~ 
if we can reafize the vertical Pines in one *‘big” step, and the Gde&ranches 

by a translatio33, &en we ave decomposed the system and realised it as the trans- 
Iaticxk of a hyper-sentential language. uwever there are more details, since, in par- 
Zi complicated task. 

s more precise into 
terkzation.. 



a ORE 

ectrum of x contains infinitely 

e previous analysis as shown that aI1 ter 

many N = j (an0 

L (x, j) will be obtained 

Ve only show hxe that onm a y. exists, an infinite sequence of yi 
d’zk kuction, suppose that y i-l exists, deriving a ternxinal word in C steps. 

Ilows that we can derive “a word from yr+ in 
way, after (0~ I) C steps, we rds from which a 

can be derived in ~C-(OP- 1) C = C steps. refore, if y. exists an infinite se- 
quence of &s exists. 

The lemsla holds the clue to breaking up a h:tper-algebraic language into hyper- 
sentential languages. 

3. &et 9 be a natural family. FOP each tanpage L hyp&aZgebrair= over 

9 them exist w, 1 <Km, 1 <j< 
n ancE lmgmzges L1, . . . . L, hyper-sentential over T mch that 

Let L be generated from in fir, using the Qubstitution scheme C = 
(K ($9 .**9 zk}) and terminal alphabet T. 

ASS~IIIC fist that for all .x in Spec (Alph (x), G, T) is finite. f all are empty, 
choose n = ?n are finitely many k,, kZ, . . . . k,, being the! levels 
at which terminal words can appear. For each k,, use the selection lemma to deter- 

mine a translation d, and finite!y many Mp, . . . . ME all over disjoint alphabets but 
nor&al restrictions of at the set of ternainal words dt-- 

s is equal to dy( Y3 is natural, eat t isin% 
i-4 

01 $, and for each substitution 2 in d, introduce P 4 S; i < I) 

e new scheme is & a:ld trivially 



m,e IH~ns,tru&;tion” I&W has to be carried out for all such US but there are a&y 
f&,itdy many of them and in the end, collecting all of them together, we will stitl 
hiwe a jibsite union of translations. 

EXtoose j, OI <j < (a - 1) C. Use the selection lemma to obtain all 
derriurabk m j steps from M n 1;7+ (kr 9) as the lfinite mnion of tra 

NOW assume that the spectrum coMains infinitely many A7 ss j 
e l#ili use the idea implicit in Lemma 41 to obtain zSl termi 

such a number of steps. 
‘We will design an Stsubstitution scheme 93’ which generates aactly all sequen- 

ces J’Q, yg, . . . in such a cbded form that there is a translation whkhworks on the yr’ s 
;and intermediate words to get exactly all terminal wo,xxis required. 

The methodology is as follows: 
(i) 6rst generate alI! yo, 
(ii) represent y4 as [*, Alph, S] . . . [*, Alph, S] where #Mph is (a supers& of) the 

alphabet of p, 2nd S consists of a sequence of 97 5subst&utions which can generate 
terminal word3 from y,, 

(iii) goin& from yf to J+-I-~ in (a- 1 j C steps is represented by having intermediate 
words of the form 

[*, Alphi, Alpb2, G, 6, t-J..; 

where Alp& is (a superset of) the alphabet of ya, Alph2 is the ‘*guessed” (superset 
of the) alphabet of ytsl, a the sequence of T-substitutionrs of length (a- 1) C suppos- 
edly r&king the transformation from yr to Y~+~, S the ‘Lglessedn sequence of kngth C 
sending Y,+~ into something terminal and t a counter %kom 1 to (a- 1) C-0 1. 

We need the Alph-designations ~x@cM’~, because tJle substitutions themselves 
cinaot know .what symbols are potentially present, and hence, which replacemeW 
to apply. 

clearly .aot all (Alpha, .Alphz5 u, 6) satisfy the description above. We will however 
restrict our attentkm to those which do, and call them uccepta%rk. More precisely: 

OIL A qiladrupk (A$h,, Alph2, a, &I is accepM!e if o is of length (a- 1) C 
and can s.;rad any word over Alph, into a *word over Alph2, and 6 is of length C 
and can send .tny word over Alpha into something terminal. 

eorem 3, whenever (Alph,, phz, 0,s) is acceptable, then there 
8 such thaAt (A.lph2, Alph3, o’, 6’) is acceptable. 

tting Q &me (AlphI, adruple, define the alpha- 
, .r.. y Y((a- I) @- 1, 



A DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 

IEnally, we construct G (Qs) as follows: 

C a, 

C a, , 

C a, 

C a, 

QiJ, a in AlphI, f 

Qs, t] a in V(t, Qs), 1 < t < j+(tx-1) C-C, 

AlphI, 61, a in Alph,, I 

Q,t],a in V(t, Q), 1 -<t < (odljl)C, d 

f’or acceptable quadruples only, and Alph’s which can occur as the “second” coordinate 
in some acceptable quadruple. 

substitutions: there tire many substitutions, depending on the choices one may make 
with a [a, AlphI, S] symbol. For each map 8: AlphI’s -+ acceptable quadruples Q, 
beginning with NIphI, define 2O as follows: 

z8([a, Qs]) = [~~,(a) n V(1, Qs)*](Qsmn) 

where [x] (Qs& means rewrite x as a word consisting of symbols of the form [a, Qs, 11. 

~,([a, Qs, Cl) = 

289 

= [T&) l-7 V(t+l, Qs)*j(Q+? 1 < t < i+(O+l) C-G- 1, 

:&I, Qs, t]) == 

= [rlt+ (a) n AlphZ](Al~h-~), for f = j+ (1;1- 1) C- C- 1, 

G([G A&& (31) = 

= [+(a) n V (I, AZph, Alph2, G’, ~‘;*](AlphtAiph2,~‘.Q’.1) 

if 6 (Alph) = (Alph, Algh2, c’, a’), 

r&4 Q9 :]) = 

= [tie ,(u) n V(t+ 1, Q)*](Q+l) if 1 < t < (tx-1) C-1, 

ae([a, Q, t]) = 

= [r~~+,((p)&41ph2 if t = (a- 1) C- I. 

cause of all our awl 
are renamings of can 

L$substitution ! 



that we h;,ave a lot of intermediate words as well, and a number of ‘6dummy9’ 
isubstitutionrP in the transIation are needed to let it ppen in sb UnifOMn IMIUW, 

Construct the following substitution-scherce d 
- for all sym’bols /I Gf G (Qs) introduce new Is /?(‘I, 1 < t < j+ (a+-- 1) cc’ 
.- all symbols [a, Alph, ii] d&e V(1, Alph, 6), . . . . V(C- I, 

h, 6) as usual 

- for each substitution ‘c from G (Qs) construct the fokwing substitution S 
for d (QQ: 

:= ([:a, Qs9 t](l)}, 

-? ([a> Q,v, t-J(‘)) = 

= z ([a, Qts, t])‘t+“, t < i < j+(a--1) C-C, 

, 6Jf’> = ([q Alph, 6](‘+‘)), 1 < i < j+(ti - 1) C- C, 

, t](Q) = ST ([42, 2, t])(‘+Q, t+j-C < i < j+(a- 1) C- C, 

% ([dz, Mph, ii-J”> = 

SC ( Q-ww1c+c+1 Iiph, &)*](A’@+8+1), 

j+(a- 1) C- ,<i<j+(a-l 

di = Ti$ . . . z, 
1 
, 



rove immediately t e following stronger 

I 

o&ion theore Let ‘3 bu2 a natural family. For each 

ebraic over 7 t&we exist integers m, p!4 q, translations 4, 2, an 
2 over 3: such that 

L = (j Ap(LJ u “(!!i), for some p, q 13 0. 

It is this stronger result which we examine in more 

n this section 
when we make 

A fitst result 

we will examine some consequences of t e decomposition theorem 
:Aore assumptions about “jr. 
is obtained if we assume 3: to contain all single symbol sets. 

hyper-sentential extension of Yin this case is “clo;;ed” under union, and the following 
characterization theorem results. 

7 (The tran&tion theorem). Let ZF be a natural family containing ($}. 
language L is hyper-algebraic over 9 ijjf there exists a translation A and a language 
L’ hyper-sentential over F such that L = Ap(Lr)s for some p > 0. 

only if: First note that because 3 contaiLs ($}, the set {$} is hyper-sentential 
over 9. ence, th? decomposition theorem shows that there exist hyper-sentential 

languages Li, . . . . I& a a translation A s that 15 = ij Ak(L,). 
i=l 

ake all alpha s disjoint, and it follows t at there is a single translation A 

such that L = A”;6 I;,). 
T=l 



ifi Given Al’(L’) s T*, p > 0 we show that it is hyper-algebraic. Let L’ be gener- 
ated by 6’ -= (V’, {zl, ..,, z’,& m :b 0 from some iuitial !&language . 
(V’ v V$ {&, .#., &> 

tlke alplhabet of A must contain the alphabet of G’, however V ca.u be 
co:nstruct 6, a~1 56substitution scheme, by embedding d in G’, making 

sure that thj: di,‘s can only be applied exactly p times to a sentential form generated 
b gn 

z 2 (U, (F 1, l .-9 Cl, $1, . . . . &)) where U = Y u V’ w {X} u $2, f]: a in 
V’ u V, I -a; i < p), .X does not appear elsewhere, and 

(i) for all a in V u V’ w { X}, Z&z) ==B&)= {X},l <i,(m,l <j<n, 

(ii) :for all [a, 1] in U, T&a, 11) = [q(a)](‘), 1. < i < 911, 

(iii) for all [a, j] in U, Z,lcaJ]) = {X}, 1 < j < p, B < i < m, 

(iv) for all [G, j] in U, i&q j]) = [&Qz)](J+Q, 1 < j < p, 1 < i < n, and 

(v) for all [a, ~1 in U, 6&z, JI]) = &(a), 1 < i < n. 

n L (G) = Ap(L’), if a’ is the initial language of G, where .@ E ([a, 1) : a in V’} * 
is isomorp+_hk to AT. 

{[The weak coding t!heorem). Let Y be a naturalfamily containing ullsingle- 
ton sets* A kznguage E is hyper-algebraic over 3 iff there exists un alphabetic homo- 
morph&m ik swh that L = h (L’) for some L’ hyper-sentential over F. 

By the translation. theorem L is hyper-algebraic over F ifT there exists an 
“3~translation A such that L == &it” and L” is hyper-sentential over % Therefore, 
he only thing we have to prove is: APL” is an F-translation (of a language L” hy- 

per-sentenfial over 9) iff there is a language L’ hyper-sentential over 9 and an a!- 
haktic homomorphism k such that APL” = h (L’). 
if; Trivial, since F contains {$}9 and, since it is a natural family, also every sin- 

gk letter set and {e). Define: A by A = (V, {h}), then A (L”) = h (L’) where we 
take Lff = L’. 

only if: Let L be generated frond M in 9 5y G = (V, {a,, . ..$6.}) and let A = 
(K {Q, *a*, Z’J). efine 6’ = \Y’, (6 ;, . . ., SL, z i, . . . . &}) as fo lows. Assume that L 
contains a word VU = al lzz ,.. a&, k 2 2. (If this is not the e L; is 5nite and the 

eorem is trivially true.) Define 

V = (j .p: 
i=i 

a ia. V u a> u ([al, i] : w = al . . . ak, 1 < i < k} u B u I/, 

all constituent subsets o 
{[al, l] . . . [qC, k]) w 
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11 = 1 p . . . a[“: a 1 
I] = 

{ 
411 al 413 . . . a, : aI. . . . ar is ira 

at the first be1 d @‘9t4~11 . 
s and zi’s for the remainder of V’ as 

s;(arf’) = 6&z)c’1 for all a in V, and 6&)is identity otherwise. 1 -< i < n. 

2; (at”) = ~+(a)[‘+~~ fx all a in V, 

r#P) = {6cJ+1J} fx all ti in K 1 <j QJ-~, 

T;(@) = r&O for all a in V, 

T&P) = {e) for all 42 in V, 

for all i such that 1 < i < m, and 2; is identity otherwise. (Since E7; contains aik 
singleton sets we can use identity substitutions substitutions with (8)). 

that rZ ([a,, i]) = af for 1 < i < k, h = a for all a in V, h (acjl) = Q 
dl <j<P,andh(a) = eotherwis rice, derivations using &‘s 

conserve the sqerscript [1] and simulate the derivatians in G while the translations 
are accomplished by substitution,s 2’ simuIating A WC end after p applications in 
words over V. By the definition no parasitic derivations of 6;“s are possible. l 

It is easy to see t.“rrat 

L’ = {[al, I] . . . [ak, k-J> !_I G( 
f-0 

and therefore (L’) = dPL’I = L. 
Much more easy to prove (using a similar method) is: 

core . Let 3 be a natwal family coutainirlg {$}. lmguage L is hyper-algebraic 
over, 9 iff there exists an alphabetic hontomopyihism h such that L - (8) := h (L’) =- (e) 
for some L,’ h ewentential over T. 

the translation theorem L ii 
ranslation L3 such that L = APL” an 



I lq:nguage MC13 == {;#: $“I = t$’ . . . #'for ul . . . ak in 
and define the substilhkons of 6” as ~oI~ows., 

6;(@) = 6&p fior all a in K, 1 < i <Z n; and identity otherwise. 

T;(p) = z&z)[J~+~~ Rxr all. a in V, 1 <j ,<p-1, 1 < i <m; 

z;(dJq = z&z) for all a in V, 1 < i < no; and identity otherwise,, 

h sue11 that h (45) = ir” for all a in V and h (a) = ): otherwise. 

the tnsnsla’rion theorem and the weak coding theorem are remarkable results 
for ParaIIeI rewriting systems. However, in the case that c3: = finite languages (clearly 

satisfying the premises of the weak coding theorem) we only obtain a weakened 
xxsion of Ehretieucht and Rozenberg’s results for ‘I’OL and OL languages [l-2]. 
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